Abstract. The sum of a continuous function and a measurable function which maps each interval onto the reals can have a countable range. This is a solution of a problem of Bruckner and Ceder [1] . Bruckner and Ceder [1] have shown that the sum/ + g, where/: R -> R is absolutely continuous on some interval I c R, and g is measurable and takes on each real value on each interval, must have uncountable range. They asked whether the theorem remains valid with absolute continuity replaced by continuity. The following theorem shows that the answer is "no".
Bruckner and Ceder [1] have shown that the sum/ + g, where/: R -> R is absolutely continuous on some interval I c R, and g is measurable and takes on each real value on each interval, must have uncountable range. They asked whether the theorem remains valid with absolute continuity replaced by continuity. The following theorem shows that the answer is "no".
Theorem. There is a continuous function f: R -> R of bounded variation, and a measurable Darboux function g which takes each interval onto R, such that f + g takes on only rational values.
Remark. For each continuous/, which is not constant on any interval there is always some Darboux g such that/ + g has countable range; however, if/ is absolutely continuous then g must be nonmeasurable; see [1] .
Proof Now we shall define a function g*: [0, 1]^ R. Let {rk}k°=x he a sequence of the rationals, and let {Qk}l°=x be a sequence of pairwise disjoint subsets of the set Q of rationals such that each Qk is dense in R. Finally, let A be a set, which for each real u contains exactly one number from the set u + Q. For each natural ai, and each x G A, let Bn(x) = (f*)~\x + Qn). Put g*(t) = -x + rn if t E Pm n Bn(x) for some m, n, x, and let g*(t) = -f*(t)otherwise. The function g* is well defined since Bk(x) n B¡(y) = 0 whenever x ^ y or ¿^/.
For each m, g*(PJ = R-Indeed, let z G 7?. Put {y} = (-z + 0) n A, and choose natural s such that _y = -z + rs. It is easy to verify that pm n 73,(7) ^ 0 and that for t E Pm n fi^O») we have g*(?) = ->> + r, = z.
Now since each open subinterval 7 of [0, 1] contains some Pm there is g*(7) = 7?. Since \J kPk has zero measure, and g*(t) = -f*(t) for /G (J kPk, g* is measurable.
To see that the range of f* + g* is contained in Q let / G Pm n 7?"(x) for some /n, ai, ;t. Then there is r E Qn such that f*(t) = x + r and /*(/) + g\t) = /•(/) -x + r" = r + rn E Q.
In the case / G Um U " U x(Pm n B"(x)), clearly /*(r) + g*(/) = 0.
To finish the proof it suffices to define/(x) = 2~'"!/*(x -«) and g(x) = 2~'"'g*(x -n) whenever x E [n, n + 1), for each nonzero integer n.
